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Abstract: In This Globalized Economic, Social And Technological Environment Where Organizations Can Be Successful Only If They Have Materials, Methods, Machinery, And Human Resources. The Managers Should Empower And Enable Employees To Accomplish Their Work In Meaningful Ways. Empowerment Has Been Described As A Means To Enable Employees To Make Strategic Decisions Where Individuals Take Responsibility For Their Own Actions. The Aim Of The Present Study Is To Present Effective Methods And Tactics Of Employee Empowerment Which Constitute For The Organization A Source Of Competitive Advantage.

The Article Focuses On Empowerment Methods And Guerilla Tactics For Managers.
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I. Introduction

Every Organization Can Function Efficiently Only If It Has The Requisite And Quality Human Resources. The Managers And The Organizations Should Consider Three Elements Which Are Vital For Their Development. These Elements Include Goals To Be Achieved, Limited Resources And People. Of These Three, It Is The Entity Of People That Is Most Challenging To The Managerial Attention. A Manager To Be Effective, He Or She Must Be A Good Manager Of People Because It Is They Who Make Up An Organization And Make Everything Work (Tosi, Rizzo And Carroll, 1986). Because Of That, Empowerment Of Human Resources In The Particular Working Environment Of Each Organization Has Gained Importance And Requires A Meticulous Attention.


Organizational Benefits From Empowerment Include:
Strategic Guidance From The Level Of The Work Unit, Strategic Implementation At The Level Of The Work Unit, Increased Work Unit Efficiency, Increased Customer Focus, Increased Emphasis On Problem Solving And Prevention, Increased Respect And Trust Among Work Units, Improved Cross-Functional Coordination (Ransom, 1994), Improved Service Quality (Fulford&Enz, 1995), Increased Customer Satisfaction Within The Service Industry Due To The Impact Of An Empowering Service Environment On Customer Perceptions (Brymer, 1991), And The Need For Employees Who Can More Readily Adapt To Customer Needs (Hartline & Ferrell, 1996), Increased Managerial Effectiveness And Innovation (Spreitzer, 1995a,1995b, Spreitzer, Kizillos&Nason, In Press),Increased Organizational Effectiveness As Indicated By Higher Profits, Growth, And Expense Control (Kouzes& Posner, 1987), Increased Quality Of Service, Increased Employee Commitment To Their Organization (Fulford&Enz, 1995).

Employee Benefits From Empowerment Include:
Improved Motivation (Kappelman And Prybutok, 1995), Increased Personal Strengths (Dodd And Gutierrez, 1990), Added Accountability (Shearer And Fagin, 1994), Increased Personal Power And Sense Of Self-Efficacy (Dodd And Gutierrez, 1990), Increased Abilities To Achieve Full Personal Potential (Crawford, 1995), Increased Job Satisfaction, Reduced Turnover, And Creates A Culture That Supports High Service Quality (Brymer, 1991, Sparrowe, 1994; Fulford&Enz, 1995; Bowen & Lawler, 1995), And Increased Job Satisfaction And Self-Efficacy And Decreased Levels Of Job Strain (Spreitzer, 1995a,1995b);
The Aim Of This Research Is To Examine Employee Empowerment Importance And Contribution To The Effective Management And Operation Of Modern Businesses And Organizations. Moreover, The Research Will Present Effective Methods And Processes For Employee Empowerment Which Top Management Of Organizations May Implement So That Their Goals Are Realized And Further Development And Viability Is Ensured.

II. Literature Review

Empowerment In The Business Sector

Empowerment Is Most Often Considered To Be A Viable Means To Increase The Effectiveness Of An Organization, As Well As To Improve The Quality Of Work Life For Employees. Furthermore, Mathis And Jackson (1991) Proposed Three Kinds Of Individual Performance Criteria That Organizations Need To Cultivate In Order To Flourish: Productivity, Innovation And Loyalty. All Three Can Be Succeeded Through Effective Enforcement Of The Empowerment Principles, Because Responsibility And Accountability Encourage Not Only Job Satisfaction But Also Satisfaction In The Achievement Of Better Standards Of Performance. Bernstein (1992) Claimed That Companies In Which Employee Empowerment Has Actually Been Put Into Force Frequently Found That Such An Approach Improves Key Aspects Like Morale, Productivity And Quality. An Increase In Understanding And Commitment To The Business Objectives Throughout The Organization Was Also Noticed. Moreover The Empowerment Of Employees In Service Organizations Has Been Shown To Produce Positive Outcomes In The Form Of Increased Job Satisfaction, Self-Efficacy, Better Customer Service, More Rapid Decision Making, And Personal Development.
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More Specifically, Employee Turnover Declined With Empowerment, And Increases In Sales Per Employee, A Higher Profit Margin, Lower Material Cost As Percentage Of Sales, Lower Labour Cost As A Percentage Of Sales, And Higher Net Profit Were Observed (Dickmeyer And Williams, 1995). Furthermore, Lewis And Lytton (1995) Underscored That The Key To Successful Organizational Change And Profitability Within A Small British Engineering Company Is Empowerment. By Making Employees Fully Appreciate The
Fact That Employees Recognize And Respect Them, They Evolve As The Most Prized Asset, Even Though Not Appearing On The Balance Sheet.


GuerillaTactics:
Performance Technologist Find The Following Suggestions Useful For Encouraging Employee Empowerment.
1. Use The Departure Of Key People As A Wedge To Encourage Upper Management Empower Whomever Is Left.
2. Carefully Work Both Sides Of The Organizational Street By Influencing Managers And Employees With Your Knowledge Of Each Other’s Issues.
3. Get “Mindshare” At Every Level: Employee Empowerment Can’t Happen Top-Down All Of The Time.
4. Learn The Jargon Of Each Department, And Use It As A Metaphor For Various Aspects Of Employee Empowerment.
5. Lighten Up.
7. Don’t Take Action Items.

Methods Of Empowerment:

Creation Of Vision And Formulation Of Organizational Values:

Teamwork:
Teamwork Is An Important Element In Assisting Employees To Take Up New Responsibilities As It Creates A Supportive And Open Environment And Enables Empowerment To Take Place. Empowered Teams Are Very Different From Participative Teams, Quality Circles, Or Semi Autonomous Teams. The Roles Of The Teams Include Accountable Decision Making, Devolving Responsibility From Top Management, While The Training On Effective Teamwork Is Necessary In Order To Begin The Teams To Act With Autonomy, Take Over Responsibilities Previously Held By Their Managers, Carried Out Their Managers Work Effectively With A Sense Of Ownership Feeling Job Satisfaction And Become Self Managed Teams. Team Approach Requires Significant Amounts Of Training Of Both Managers And Employees To Break Through The Accountability-Control Barriers (Cook, 1994; Randolph, 1995).

The Organization’s Role:
Employee Empowerment Provides An Environment For Organizational Rethinking And Redesign. Philosophies And Structures That Can Only Come From An Organizational Level Must Be In Place, Including A Vision Of What Employee Empowerment Look Like, Wide Participation In Planning For Reaching The
Vision, A Focus On External Customers, Traditional Manager-Employee Protocols, Communication Vehicles For And Among All Levels Of The Organizations.

The Manager’s Role:
The Manager Would Have A Central Role In Implementing The Organization’s Vision Of Employee Empowerment. The Manager Of Empowered Employees Is An Administrator, Coach And Advisor, Often For “Self-Managed” Work Teams. The Empowered Managers Adopted A More Facilitative Approach To The Problem And Encouraged A Different Relationship With Their Subordinates So That They In Turn Feel Empowered To Act. The Role Of The Manager In An Organization That Has Adopted The Empowerment Includes The Role Of (A) A Coach (B) A Facilitator (C) A Team Player, And (D) An Enabler. The Way A Manager Deals With Mistakes Is A Sure Indication Of His True Values Relating To Empowerment. The Empowering Manager Supports The Subordinates Through Their Mistakes And Provides Them With Emotional Support To Enhance Subordinate’s Self Confidence And Sense Of Wellbeing, Enabling Them To Function With Maximum Efficiency (Counselling Experience). (Cook, 1994; Randolph, 1995).

Programs Information Sharing:
Sharing Of Information Relative To Financial Organizational And Strategic Issues Play An Important Role In Understanding The Challenges That The Organization Faces And Contributes To Clarity Of Suggestions And Ideas From Employees, Effective Participation With Sense Of Ownership And Finally, Establishing Trust In Order To Make Brilliant Decisions And Carry Out Their Jobs.

Training Support:
Constant Training Contributes To The Improvement Of Unit And Team Efficiency, Increases The Competitiveness Of The Organization And Contributes To The Achievement Of Organizational Goals. The Management Usually Plays The Part Of The Trainer, Defines The Training Needs Of The Employees Through Appropriate Educational Programs Provides Skills And Knowledge, Empowerment And Teamwork Evaluates The Effectiveness Of Educational Processes.

Performance Appraisal Processes:
Appraisals Must Be Restructured As Performance Management Processes, Focused Away From A Manager’s Appraisal Of The Employee, And Toward Collaboration And Continuous Improvement. The Performance Appraisal Process Includes:
(A) Effective Performance Planning, Including Both Collaborative Goal Setting And Discussion Of Needed Leadership Style. At The Planning Stage, Managers And Employees Collaborate In Setting Goals, And The Manager Agrees To Provide The Leadership Needed To Help The Employee Succeed
(B) Ongoing Coaching Of Employee Progress, And Performance Reviews Focusing On The Partnership By Criticizing The Employee’s Accomplishments And The Manager’s Leadership.

Reward System And Recognition:
The Reward System Based On Organizational And Individual Performance Constitutes An Essential Practice Of Motivation Independently Of The Kind Of Rewards (Financial, Not Financial).

Organizational Culture:
Constructive Organizations Focus On: (A) Determination Of Important Goals At All Levels, (B) Development Of Full Capabilities Of Human Resource (Innovation, Creativity), (C) Promotion Of A Uniform Atmosphere Within The Organization And (D) Promotion Of Effective Cross-Divisional Cooperation. Furthermore, They Promote The Organizational Climate Where They Reinforce Mutual Trust And Trust To The Human Resources Capabilities Which Align With The Achievement Of Goals And Affect The Performance Of The Organization.

Devlope Responsibility And Delegation Of Authority:
Responsibility And Delegation Of Authority Are Important Aspects Of The Empowerment Process Which Gives The Employees The Feeling Of Ownership And Motivate Them To Maximise Their Capabilities, To Perform Their Duties Effectively. Delegation Of Authority Does Not Mean That The Managers Are Released From The Liability Of The Responsibilities They Devolope, On The Contrary They Must Know What Is Happening, Give The General Direction For Their Division, Follow The Progress Of The Responsibilities Execution And Make The Overall Evaluation According To The Designated Goals For Each Time Period.
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Goal Setting:
Management By Objectives (MBO) Goal Setting is realized through an interactive process for the facilitation of individuals and teams so that they will become productive. Top management sets the general goals of the organization but the composition of the allocated goals of each unit is set through participative process and can redefine the general organization or unit goals. While the process of setting goals begins on top, the conclusive goals are set with the participation of all levels. Goals are often set as «continuous improvement goals» rather than «end result goals.» Through management by objectives, the responsibilities are better defined, better co-ordination is achieved, the employees understand their duties, and what is expected from them, and have high morale and willingness to make attempts since they participate in goal setting.

III. Conclusion
Need to perceive how to make the employees more effective and competitive. The above mentioned benefits reinforced the belief that employee empowerment is a major factor for business activity, because it may contribute to the viability and profit increase of organizations. So, empowerment must not be considered as a simple technique or process which makes employees feel good about their job. But an organizational need which takes strategic planning, requires capable and trained managers to empower employees, so that it constitutes an advantageous competitive resource for the organization.
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